Der Name Harry Rowohlt ist nur mit dem Heinrich-Maria-Ledig-Rowohlt-Übersetzerpreis. 2000 erhielt Rowohlt sogar eine Goldene Schallplatte, denn die CD „Pu der Bär“ war zu diesem Zeitpunkt ein Erfolg.

Michael Caine cut a smart figure as he enjoyed a night out at Harry's Bar with his wife Shakira on Tuesday. The actor, 89, looked dapper in a navy blazer as he was seen departing the central London establishment.

When Harry came to town in the late 1990s, a sign for Local's Neighborhood Oyster Bar already was in place. Harry added his name but kept the “Local’s” moniker, which now is emblazoned on the star's albums. Replay Lincoln Park

A pop-up themed around Harry Styles is slated to operate at a North Side bar next month, complete with live DJ sets and several moments that allude to the star's albums. Oilcan Harry's is setting up a temporary space a few doors down from its original location while an apartment tower and a new space for the bar goes up in its place.

Stay out too late and enjoy bangers from the back catalogue of two of the world’s biggest popstars in a Norwich bar. The Taylor Swift vs Harry Styles Party Night will take place at Revolution Norwich